
MARIJUANA ISSUES TO ADDRESS – UPDATED FOR 1/23/20 
 
 

• Various:   Limit # of licenses?   Total limit?  Limit how close they can be to each 
other? 

 
• From Crystal: 

While meeting with John Weddleton and Felix Rivera today we discussed our 
recent practice of bifurcating the marijuana license renewals and pulling out 
ones that we thought needed to be reviewed more fully before we approved 
them.  We questioned whether we had an actual process for doing what we did 
that was based on any kind of criteria or if we were just “feeling” like we wanted 
more info on a particular business and any NOVs they might have.  So here are a 
couple of questions for you to consider and advise us on. 
1.  Should we have some kind of criteria on which we base our decision to pull a 
licensee for renewal off the auto-renewal list in order to be subjected to further 
scrutiny by CEDC? 
2.  If we don’t have any criteria could we be liable for any kind of lawsuit that 
claims unfair treatment or some kind of discrimination? 
3.  How do we make the practice of wanting to further query a business before 
granting approval for renewal one of better transparency, consistency, 
objectivity and fairness? 

 
• Increase Fees for NOVs?  Escalating fees?  

 
• Streamline criteria for bifurcating or setting for public hearing and review of 

renewals with concerns or issues 
 
Marijuana Renewal Applications Review Policy 
 
Certain conditions are grounds for asking that the Assembly remand a Marijuana 
License Renewal application to the CEDC for further review before it comes 
before the Assembly for final approval. 
 
Those grounds are/could be: 
License or SLU permit violations (A minimum number?) 
Complaints/ request from the local community council  
Municipal taxes delinquency  
Record of APD or AFD responses/ concerns 
Changes in state or local regulations or code that could impact the current 
operation of the license 
Owner/Operator requested 
 

• Meg 11/5/19 Would you like to have a meeting or bring this to CEDC to discuss? 
John mentioned there are likely other code changes as well. I am ready to 
proceed, but perhaps a CEDC discussion would indicate whether we have other 



similar procedural changes. If you prefer CEDC I’ll ask to get on an upcoming 
agenda. 

 
“5. Departmental review. The department shall review each proposed 
marijuana establishment application in light of the approval criteria of 
subsection C.7. below and distribute the application to other reviewers as 
deemed necessary. If any party of interest for the application asserts a 
protected use is within the separation distance per section 
21.05.055A.2., the department may make an informal use 
determination but shall immediately inform the applicant and owner of 
the protected use of the right to apply for a formal use determination 
under section 21.03.220.  Based on the results of those reviews, the 
department shall provide a report to the assembly. The report shall 
contain a list of all marijuana licenses located within 1,000 feet of the 
proposed subject property.” 

• Who is checking for truthfulness on the checklists on AMCO forms i.e. No NOVs, 
MJ-00 No felony in 5years, not on felony parole or probation, no convictions of 
resales of liquor to minors, no misdos controlled substance, weapon, dishonesty, 
in 5 years.  No Class A Misdo re MJ in past 2 years.  Criminal justice info required 
in AMC 10-80-056 - provide MOA clerk with any communication from AMCO 
disclosing info on criminal history check 
 

• MJ in strip malls: 1) add as standard that need demising wall to go to roof 
decking for security. 2) no smell from premises as opposed to lot line 
 

• Can a protected use sign a release from the separation requirement? 
 
• Jeff Hickman suggested MOA code more closely match SOA 
 
• MOA take over AMCO work? 
 
• Can we renew a license for less than a year?  

Gate 11/5/19: ...  YES the Assembly can set a different date, for expiration of the 
license when renewal is granted. (See AMC 10.80.036G. below) However, it may 
be difficult to then process the renewal application, since many Code procedures 
for renewals (community council notice, application due date) relate to the 
general Aug 31 expiration for all marijuana licenses. If establishing a date for a 
shorter time, the amendment should also set a due date for the renewal 
application. 

  
AMC 10.80.036 - Municipal application for renewal of license or endorsement; 
failure to timely renew results in potential closure; expiration results in 
termination of license, endorsement and special land use permit. 



… 
G. Expiration. All marijuana establishment licenses and endorsements expire at 
12:00 midnight on August 31 of each year, unless a different date is set in the 
assembly resolution approving the license or endorsement. 
 

• Who verifies that the applicant has no NOV'S and has no Felonies or other 
criminal history that would preclude a license?  At original application?  On 
renewals?  Is a look at Courtview adequate? 

 
• From Meg: 

When there is an informal land use determination made that finds a protected 
land use that the interested parties be informed of their right to request a formal 
land use determination from the department. 
 
Process for business closures/wrap ups 


